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Abstract— We propose a relational model for online ob-
ject tracking during human activities using the Distributional
Clauses Particle Filter framework, which allows to encode
commonsense world knowledge such as qualitative physical
laws, object properties as well as relations between them. We
tested the framework during a packaging activity where many
objects are invisible for longer periods of time. In addition, we
extended the framework to learn the parameters online and
tested it in a tracking scenario involving objects connected by
strings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots that can help humans in everyday tasks have to
be able to estimate the world state during manipulation
tasks and human activities. This is important for decision
making as well as learning. In this paper we investigate
object tracking, a hard task as one needs to recognize the
objects and estimate the pose in the scene. On top of this,
the objects may be invisible for a longer period of time.
For example, objects inside a moving box will be hard
to track unless we can use and encode knowledge about
the concept “inside”, the object type “container” and how
these containers interact with other objects over time. For
example, if we put objects in a container, they will follow the
container’s position and they will fall on the floor whenever
we rotate the container. A motion model that encodes such
knowledge can better track hidden objects and is helpful to
determine whether an appearing object is new or is one of the
hidden objects that already existed in the belief state (data
association problem). This principle is extendable beyond
tracking. Indeed, knowledge about human activities, objects,
places, their properties and how they are related, can help the
robot to understand human activities, make complex plans
and communicate in natural language.
Relational representations, based on first-order logic, can
be used to define such background knowledge as they
allow to naturally describe objects, properties, relations and
implication rules. Probabilistic programming languages [1]
and statistical relational learning techniques (SRL) [2] have
combined such representations with uncertainty reasoning,
and have been successful in many application areas ranging
from natural language processing to bioinformatics. Even
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though there are many formalisms described in the statistical
relational learning and probabilistic programming literature,
only few of these representations have been applied to
robotics, especially in an online setting. The main challenges
are the computational cost and the discrete nature of most of
the existing relational languages. Indeed, it is unsurprising
that a richer representation has a higher computational cost;
so, the challenge is to find a compromise between expres-
siveness and performance. The second issue is that most
probabilistic relational languages are restricted to discrete
(often even binary) random variables. In addition, there is
the symbol grounding problem that needs to be tackled:
relational frameworks define and manipulate symbols and
relations, we need to ensure that these symbols correspond
to physical objects in the real world and that the relations
capture the intended meaning.
Recently, probabilistic relational languages that support
continuous and discrete random variables have been pro-
posed [3], [4], [5]. The models developed in this paper are
based on a relational probabilistic language called Distri-
butional Clauses (DC) [3] and its dynamic extension DDC
[6]. Inference is performed using the Distributional Clauses
Particle Filter (DCPF). This framework exploits (context
specific) independence assumptions in the relational model
to speed up inference and supports a growing state space.
Building on that work, our first contribution in the present
paper is a model for online object tracking that exploits rela-
tional knowledge, and that is applied to an object packaging
scenario. The knowledge about the world (such as object
types and spatial relations) is used to encode qualitative
physical laws in the state transition model. This type of rep-
resentation can also help to make belief states interpretable
for humans.
As a second contribution, we investigate the use of online
learning techniques for the DCPF framework. In particular,
we show how to integrate online state estimation with
parameter learning. This is useful to estimate parameters of
the model or static properties, without manual tuning. We
test the learning strategies in the “string scenario”, an object
tracking scenario where the objects are connected by strings,
and where we need to estimate the objects’ positions together
with the string lengths.
This paper is organized as follows: we first review
the related work on tracking and relational approaches in
robotics (Section II), introduce background notions of logic
programming and the DCPF framework used in the paper
(Section III). Then we describe online learning algorithms
in Section IV. After that we describe the packaging scenario
(Section V) followed by the proposed learning algorithms
applied to the string scenario (Section VI). Finally we present
experiments (Section VII) and conclude (Section VIII).
II. RELATED WORK
One of the most used motion models for tracking is the
constant Nth-order-derivative model [7]. This model is linear
and filtering can be performed with a Kalman filter. A more
complex model is the switching state space model [7], where
the dynamics can stochastically switch from one regime to
another, where each regime is usually a linear model. These
simple models are sufficient for several applications, but
they are not sufficient to encode knowledge about objects
properties and relations between those. Indeed, those models
lack a rich representation language such as first-order logic
and an inference procedure that exploits this knowledge.
An alternative approach to object tracking uses physics
engines to accurately simulate physical laws. However, this
solution is not applicable if the behaviour of an object/person
is not describable by the physical laws implemented in those
engines. In addition, to perform probabilistic inference, e.g.
sampling, those physical simulations should be executed
many times, making the process slow and preventing on-
line usage. Moreover, physical engines still lack a way to
encode relational background knowledge about the world,
for example, knowledge to derive spatial relations from
object positions, or object categories and their properties. In
contrast, a relational framework, such as the one proposed
here, is more flexible, and unifies the logical representation
of the world and the probabilistic model. In addition, the
time performance suffices for online applications (e.g., 0.5-
1.5 ms per particle in the tested scenarios). Nonetheless,
this flexibility comes with the burden of specifying the
background model.
Some relational approaches have been proposed for state
estimation and tracking. For example, the relational particle
filter of Manfredotti et al. [8], [9] uses relations such as
‘walking together’ in people tracking to improve prediction
and tracking. These results demonstrate the importance of
relations in tracking and activity recognition. Nonetheless,
the language DC and the DCPF framework are more flexible
and general [6]. For example, Manfredotti et al. assume
observations conditionally independent of the relations in the
state. Moreover, in their approach a relation can be true or
false. In contrast, DCPF does not make a real distinction
between attributes and relations, i.e., each random variable
has a relational representation, regardless of the distribution.
This allows parametrization and template definition for any
kind of random variable.
The most notable relational languages for robotics are
KNOWROB [10] and the physics engine approach for plan-
ning [11]. KNOWROB is a framework to integrate knowl-
edge about the world that is useful to perform a variety
of tasks. The knowledge is represented in a description
logic, the OWL language. To overcome the binary nature of
this relational representation, KNOWROB uses computables,
arbitrary procedures (even entire programs) that process the
robot-internal data structures (e.g., to evaluate the relation
on from object pose estimations). In contrast, our approach
tries to integrate as much as possible within the same DCPF
framework; indeed continuous and complex data structures
can be directly defined in DCPF; nonetheless external pro-
cedures can be called and integrated as predicates in the
language if desired. Another example is [11], which uses a
physical engine for prediction and a relational language for
knowledge representation and planning.
III. BACKGROUND
Our representation language and inference procedures are
based on logic programming. We now introduce the key
notions: A clause is a first-order formula with a head, an
atomic formula, and a body, a conjunction of atomic formulas
or their negation. For example, the clause
inside(A, B)← inside(A, C), inside(C, B)
states that for all A,B and C, A is inside B if A is inside
C and C is inside B (transitivity property). A,B and C are
logical variables.
A ground atomic formula is a predicate applied to a list
of terms that represents objects. For example, inside(1, 2)
is a ground atomic formula, where inside is a predicate,
sometimes called relation, and 1, 2 are symbols that refer to
objects.
A literal is an atomic formula or a negated atomic formula.
A clause usually contains non-ground literals, that is, literals
with logical variables (e.g. inside(A, B)). A substitution θ,
applied to a clause or a formula, replaces the variables with
other terms. For example, for θ = {A = 1, B = 2, C = 3}
the above clause becomes:
inside(1, 2)← inside(1, 3), inside(3, 2)
and states that if inside(1, 3) and inside(3, 2) are true,
then inside(1, 2) is true. In Distributional Clauses [3],
the traditional logic programming formalism is extended
to define random variables. A distributional clause is of
the form h ∼ D ← b1, . . . , bn, where the bi are literals
and ∼ is a binary predicate written in infix notation. The
intended meaning of a distributional clause is that each
ground instance of the clause (h ∼ D ← b1, . . . , bn)θ defines
the random variable hθ as being distributed according to
Dθ whenever all the biθ hold, where θ is a substitution.
The term D, which represents the distribution, can be non-
ground, i.e. values, probabilities or distribution parameters
can be related to conditions in the body. Furthermore, a term
'(d) constructed from the reserved functor '/1 represents
the value of the random variable d. Consider the following
clauses (rules):
n ∼ poisson(6). (1)
pos(P) ∼ uniform(1, 10)← between(1,'(n), P). (2)
Clause (1) states that the number of people n is governed by a
Poisson distribution with mean 6; clause (2) models the posi-
tion pos(P) as a random variable uniformly distributed from
1 to 10, for each person P such that between(1,'(n), P)
succeeds. Thus, if the outcome of n is 2, there will be 2
independent random variables pos(1) and pos(2).
A distributional clause is a powerful template to define
conditional probabilities: the random variable h has a dis-
tribution D given the conditions in the body b1, . . . , bn
(referred also as body). Furthermore, it supports continu-
ous random variables in contrast with the majority of the
statistical relational languages. Indeed, a ground atom (i.e.,
tuple of a relation) represents a random variable. Therefore,
throughout the paper, ground atoms and random variables
are considered interchangeable. The dynamic version of this
language (Dynamic Distributional Clauses) is used to define
the prior distribution, the state transition model and the
measurement model in a particle filter framework called
DCPF.
A particle filter [12] is a Monte-Carlo technique to perform
filtering in temporal models. Filtering consists in computing
the probability density function p(xt|z1:t, u1:t), where xt is
the current state, z1:t is the sequence of observations, and
u1:t the actions (inputs) performed from time step 1 to t.
DCPF performs particle filtering in a relational domain,
where particles x(i)t are interpretations, i.e. sets of ground
facts for the predicates and the values of random variables
that hold at time t. This relational language is useful for
describing objects and their properties as well as relations
between them. Probabilistic rules define how those relations
affect each other with respect to time.
IV. ONLINE PARAMETER LEARNING
A simple solution to perform state estimation and param-
eter learning with particle filters consists of adding the static
parameters in the state space: xˆt = {xt, θ}, therefore the
posterior distribution p(xˆt|z1:t) is described as a set of parti-
cles {x(i)t , θ(i)}. However, this solution produces poor results
due to the degeneracy problem. Indeed, the parameters are
sampled in the first step and left unchanged, thus after few
steps the parameter samples θ(i) will degenerate to a single
value that will remain unchanged. Better strategies have
been proposed and are summarized in [13], however online
learning in nonlinear models remains an open problem. We
focus on two techniques that have a limited computational
cost: artificial dynamics [14] and resample-move [15]. Both
methods introduce diversity among the particles to solve
the described degeneration problem. The first method adds
dynamics to the parameter θ:
θt+1 = θt + t+1,
where t+1 is artificial noise with a small and decreasing
variance over time. This strategy has the advantage to be
simple and fast, nonetheless it modifies the original problem
and requires tuning [13]. We will show that this technique
is suitable for the scenarios considered in this paper. The
second method is the resample-move that adds a single
MCMC step to rejuvenate the parameters in the particles.
There are several variants of this technique, the most notable
are the Storvik’s filter [16] and Particle Learning by Carvalho
et al. [17].
To understand these approaches, consider the following
factorization of the joint distribution of interest:
p(x0:t, θ|z1:t) = p(θ|x0:t, z1:t)p(x0:t|z1:t) =
=p(θ|x0:t−1, z1:t−1)p(x0:t−1|z1:t−1)p(zt|xt, θ)p(xt|xt−1, θ)
p(zt|z1:t−1)
Thus, in addition to the standard propagation and weighing
steps, both algorithms perform a Gibbs sampling step that
samples a new parameter value θ(i)t from the distribution
p(θ|x(i)0:t, z1:t) = p(θ|s(i)t ) where s(i)t is the sufficient statis-
tics of the distribution. This distribution can be recursively
updated as follow:
p(θ|x0:t, z1:t) ∝ p(θ|x0:t−1, z1:t−1)p(zt|xt, θ)p(xt|xt−1, θ)
= p(θ|st−1)p(zt|xt, θ)p(xt|xt−1, θ) ∝ p(θ|st) (3)
This leads to a deterministic sufficient statistics update
st = S(st−1, xt, xt−1, zt).
Storvik’s filter algorithm goes as follows:
- propagate: x(i)t ∼ q(xt|x(i)t−1, θ(i)t−1, zt)
- resample particles with weights:
w
(i)
t =
p(zt|x(i)t , θ(i)t−1)p(x(i)t |x(i)t−1, θ(i)t−1)
q(x
(i)
t |x(i)t−1, θ(i)t−1, zt)
- propagate (deterministically) sufficient statistics:
s
(i)
t = S(s
(i)
t−1, x
(i)
t , x
(i)
t−1, z
(i)
t )
- sample θ(i)t ∼ p(θ|s(i)t )
The Particle Learning proposed by Carvalho et al. [17] is an
optimization of the Storvik’s filter since it adopts the auxil-
iary particle filter [18] and an optimal proposal distribution q.
Resample-move strategies do not change the problem as in
the artificial dynamics, and have been proved successfully
in several classes of problems [17], [19], [20]. However,
they suffer of the sufficient statistics degeneracy problem that
may produce an increasing error in the parameter posterior
distribution [21].
V. PACKAGING SCENARIO
The goal of this scenario is to track objects moved by
a human during a packaging activity with boxes (Fig. 1a-
d). The framework should be able to keep track of objects
inside boxes. To solve this problem we defined a model in
Dynamic Distributional Clauses where the state consists of
the position, the velocity and orientation of all objects, plus
the relations between them. The relations considered are left,
right, near, on, and inside plus object properties such as color,
type and size.
Whenever a new object is observed its pose is added to
the state together with the all the derived relations.
We also modelled the following physical principles in the
state transition model:
1) if an object is on top of another object, it cannot fall
down;
2) if there are no objects under an object, the object will
fall down until it collides with another object or the
table;
3) an object may fall inside the box only if it is on the
box in the previous step, is smaller than the box and
the box is open-side up.
4) if an object is inside a box it remains in the box its
position follows that of the box as long as it is open-
side up.
5) if the box is rotated upside down the objects inside
will fall down with a certain probability
As an example consider property (3). If an object ID is not
inside a box, is on top of a box B with rotation yawt(B) > 0
(open-side up) and the object ID is smaller than the box B,
then it can fall inside the box with probability 0.8 in the next
step. This can be modelled by the following clause:
insidet+1(ID, B) ∼ finite([0.8 :true, 0.2 :false])←
not('(insidet(ID, C)) = true), ont(ID, B),
type(B, box), '(yawt(B)) > 0, smaller(ID, B). (4)
That is to say, a particle at time t with two
objects 1 and 2, where ont(2, 1), type(1, box),
type(2, cup), '(insidet(2, 1)) = false, smaller(2, 1),
'(yawt(1)) > 0 hold; the body of clause (4) is true for
θ = {ID = 2, B = 1}, therefore the random variable
insidet+1(2, 1) at time t + 1 will be sampled from the
distribution [0.8 :true, 0.2 :false]. The predicate smaller
is true when the dimensions of the first object are smaller
than the second object. To apply the clause, the box yaw
orientation needs to be positive. This assumes that yaw is
represented as a radiant angle in the range [−pi, pi], positive
in the quadrants I and II. According to the coordinate
system used the yaw of a box object is positive whenever
is open-side up.
Furthermore, if A is inside B at time t, the relation holds
at t + 1 with probability close to one (clause omitted). If
an object is inside the box, we assume that its position is
uniformly distributed inside the box:
post+1(ID)x ∼ uniform('(post+1(B))x − Dx/2,
'(post+1(B))x + Dx/2))←
'(insidet(ID, B)) = true, size(B, Dx, Dy, Dz).
We only showed the x dimension and omitted the object’s
velocity for ease of exposition. To model the position and
the velocity of objects in free fall we use the rule:
pos velt+1(ID)z ∼ gaussian([ '(post(ID))z + ∆t '(velt(ID))z − 0.5g∆t2
'(velt(ID))z − g∆t
]
, cov
)
←not('(insidet(ID, ))=true),
not(ont(ID, )),'(heldt(ID)) = false.
It states that if the object ID is neither ‘on’ nor ‘inside’ any
object, and is not held, the object will fall with gravitational
acceleration g, where we specify only the position and
velocity for the coordinate z. For the coordinates x and y
the rule is similar but without acceleration. The gravitational
force can be compensated by a human or a robot that holds
the object. In that case there is no acceleration and we use
a constant position model. The variable heldt(ID) indicates
whether the object is held or not, we sample this variable
from a Bernoulli distribution with probability 0.6 to be true,
whereas the relative clause is omitted for brevity.
The measurement model is the product of Gaussian dis-
tributions around each object’s position post(i) (thereby
assuming that the measurements are i.i.d.):
obsPost+1(ID) ∼ gaussian('(post+1(ID)), cov).
In addition, we assume objects inside a box invisible, thus
the probability to observe an object inside a box is assumed
null. Therefore, to improve the performance we consider the
observation in the body of clauses that define the inside
proposal distribution.
The commonsense inside concept is transitive, therefore
we defined a transitive inside relation tr insidet(A, B) from
insidet(A, B):
tr insidet(A, B)← '(insidet(A, B)) = true.
tr insidet(A, B)←
'(insidet(A, C)) = true, tr insidet(C, B).
To make the particle filter more efficient we can use
the optimal proposal distribution p(xt+1|xt, zt+1) and the
corresponding weight p(zt+1|xt). Given a complex nonlinear
transition model those distributions are not easy to compute
analytically, therefore we adopt suboptimal solutions. Let
assume that the state is xt = {at, bt} and the observations
depends only on bt+1, then the weight can be written as:
w
(i)
t+1 =
p(zt+1|b(i)t+1)p(b(i)t+1|a(i)t+1, x(i)t )p(a(i)t+1|x(i)t )
q(x
(i)
t+1|x(i)t , zt+1)
Thus setting the proposal distribution to
q(xt+1|x(i)t , zt+1) = p(bt+1|at+1, x(i)t , zt+1)p(at+1|x(i)t )
we obtain a weight wt+1 = p(zt+1|a(i)t+1, x(i)t ). If
p(bt+1|at+1, xt) is a linear Gaussian transition model or dis-
crete we can easily compute the above (sub)optimal proposal
and relative weight after sampling at+1. We consider the
objects’ positions as the set bt, while the remaining states
define the set at. In this scenario, the relation “inside” is
also added to bt. Thus, we developed an auxiliary particle
filter for the DCPF framework to improve the performance.
VI. ONLINE LEARNING FOR DCPF
To illustrate the proposed learning algorithms we consider
the string scenario. In this scenario we have a table with
several objects possibly connected by strings (Fig. 1e). The
goal is to track the objects moved by a human (or a robot),
and estimate online the length of the strings between objects.
This problem involves static parameters, that is, the strings’
length for each object pair. This makes the problem difficult
as explained in section IV.
(a) cube on the box (b) cube inside the box (c) rotated box on a
beige box
(d) cube and box inside
the beige box
(e) String scenario
Fig. 1: (a-d) packaging scenario experiments. The bottom images represent moments of the experiment, while the top images
show the corresponding estimated objects’ positions, where each colored point represents an object in a particle. The cube
is represented in blue, the small box in fuchsia and the big box in beige (e) string scenario. The top figure represents the
estimated objects’ positions (yellow and grey), and the estimated string length in red.
The main state variables are the object positions, the
strings’ length for each pair of objects, and the object
ID moved by a human or robot (if any). Whenever the
distance of the objects is greater than the string length that
connects them, each object is pulled in the direction of the
other. Therefore, we apply a displacement proportional to
the absolute difference between the distance and the string
length. Otherwise, if the string is longer than the distance,
such displacement is not applied. Multiple displacements
can be applied to the same object, in that case the total
displacement is the sum of the simple components. However,
whenever the object is held we assume the displacement 0.
We assume each string length string(A, B) that connects
objects A and B, ranges from 0 to 1.
For the artificial dynamics technique we defined a uniform
prior:
string0(A, B) ∼ uniform(0, 1).
While the transition model defines the artificial dynamics:
stringt+1(A, B) ∼ gaussian('(stringt(A, B)), σ¯
2
Tx
),
where T is the time step, X is a fixed exponent (set to 2 in
this paper) and σ¯2 is a constant that represents the initial
variance. Initially the variance is high, thus the particle filter
can “explore” the parameter space, after some steps the
variance decreases in the hope that the parameter converges
to the real value.
We also developed a variant of the Storvik’s filter for
learning. Equation (3) shows how to update the parameter
posterior and then the sufficient statistics for each particle.
However, this formulation needs a conjugate prior for the
parameter likelihood. For a complex distribution this may be
hard or even impossible. To overcome this problem we add θˆt
to the state that represents the current sampled “parameter”
value, while θ is the parameter to estimate, e.g., the mean
of θˆt. We also assume the state xt depends only on θˆt:
p(xt|xt−1, θˆt, θ) = p(xt|xt−1, θˆt). For example, in the string
object scenario, θˆt = stringt(A, B) while p(θˆt|θ) can be
a Gaussian with mean θ and a fixed variance. Thus the
posterior becomes:
p(x0:t, θ, θˆ0:t|z1:t) ∝ p(θ, θˆt, θˆ0:t−1, x0:t−1|z1:t−1)
p(zt|xt, θ, θˆt)p(xt|xt−1, θ, θˆt)
=p(θˆt|θ)p(θ|st−1)p(θˆ0:t−1, x0:t−1|z1:t−1)
p(zt|xt)p(xt|xt−1, θˆt)
Therefore, we replace (3) with:
p(θ|θˆ0:t, x0:t, z1:t) = p(θ|st) ∝ p(θ|st−1)p(θˆt|θ).
At this point we can avoid sampling θ as required by the
Storvik’s filter, but sample θˆt from the marginal distribution:
p(θˆt|st−1) =
∫
p(θˆt|θ)p(θ|st−1)dθ.
For ease of exposition we assumed the measurement model
is independent of θ, but the principle remains unchanged.
If the objects are held and moved by a human, we need
to estimate also which object is free and which one is held.
To simplify the problem we assume the human can move at
most one object at a time. Thus we added the variable movet
in the state that indicates the object ID held/moved or zero
for none. The prior distribution is:
move0 ∼ uniform([0, 0|L])←
findall(ID,'(object(ID)), L).
That is a uniform distribution over all objects ID plus zero
counted two times. Therefore the probability of no object
being held is twice the probability that a given object is
held. In addition, to make more probable remaining in the
same state, we defined the following transition model:
movet+1 ∼ uniform([0,'(movet),'(movet)|L])←
findall(ID,'(object(ID)), L).
Thus the previous state is twice as probable as the other
values. Whenever movet has the value id the corresponding
object transition model will have a noise variance double the
one of the other objects, e.g. for the axis x:
post+1(ID)x ∼ gaussian('(post(ID)x), σ2)←
'(movet) = ID. (5)
post+1(ID)x ∼
gaussian('(post(ID))+ '(totDispt(ID)x), σ
2
2
)←
'(movet) 6= ID.
If the object is not held we take in account the eventual
displacements caused by pulled strings. Thus, totDispt(ID)
is the sum of all displacements displacementt(ID, C) ap-
plied to object ID and caused by the string that connects
ID with the object C. We use the auxiliary particle filter
and suboptimal proposal as in the packaging scenario. For
example, the proposal that replaces (5) is:
post+1(ID)x ∼ gaussian(Mean, Var)←
Var is (σ−2 + ω−2)−1,
Mean is Var('(obsPost(ID)x)ω−2+'(post(ID)x)σ−2),
'(movet) = ID. (6)
Where ω2 is the variance of the Gaussian measurement
model.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
This section answers the following questions:
(Q1) Does the DCPF framework obtain the correct re-
sults with the described models?
(Q2) How do the learning algorithms perform?
(Q3) Is the DCPF suitable for real-world applications?
All algorithms were implemented in YAP Prolog and C++,
and run on a laptop Intel Core i7. The objects are marked
with AR tags so that their position and orientation can be
easily recognized by a camera. We assume the type, size
and color are known for each object, however integrating
the output of a classifier is straightforward. We also encoded
the static object ‘table’, therefore when an object is not held
will fall down until it collides with another object or the
table.
We first performed preliminary tests to check the robust-
ness of the models and the performance of the described
learning algorithms on simple models with simulated data.
This empirical evaluation showed that Storvik’s filter and
Carvalho’s improvement converged to the expected value and
are sufficiently stable. The degeneration problems described
in [21] was observed when the parameter to learn is a
covariance (e.g., of a Gaussian) in the transition and/or
measurement model. In this case the results may appear
biased, caused by an error accumulation, especially for
heavily noisy observations. On the other hand, whenever the
parameter to learn has a relatively “peaked” likelihood, this
issue was not observed.
Fig. 2: String scenario with two objects using artificial
dynamics. The top image shows the string length particles
in red at each step, while the average is plotted in blue. The
ground truth (0.2 m) is in black. The central image shows
the estimated distance between the objects for each particle
in red and the average in blue. The bottom image shows
the estimated positions of the two objects in red and green,
where the average per step is spotted in dark. The distance
is measured in meters.
For the packaging scenario we performed several test-
cases. The first case consists of taking a box, putting an
object inside the box, moving the box and then rotating the
box upside down. The second test-case consists of putting
an object inside a small box, putting the small box in a
bigger box, then moving the bigger box and rotating it upside
down. Finally, we put an object inside a small box and then
rotate the box on top of another box, the object inside has
to fall inside the other object. For this scenario we used
600 particles. The results showed that the model is stable,
correctly tracks the objects, and successfully estimates the
transitive relation inside (Q1). For example, whenever we
put an object in a box the DCPF estimates that it is inside
the box or still outside with a small probability. Similarly,
when we rotate a box upside down the object that was inside
falls outside and goes inside the box below. One issue that
was encountered is when the objects are moved rapidly, in
this case the filter keeps track of the visible objects but may
loose the particle diversity of the invisible objects. To avoid
this problem the variance in the state transition model needs
to be increased.
A relational representation allows to perform complex
queries exploiting background knowledge. This is useful to
convert the belief state in a readable form and to commu-
nicate with humans. For example, in DCPF we can ask
how many objects there are in the box with the respective
probability for each object, or if there is a blue cube in the
beige box. The second query would be the conjunction:
(objectt(A), type(A, cube), color(A, blue),
'(insidet(A, B)) = true, type(B, box), color(B, beige)).
The answer is the probability that the query is true. Alterna-
tively we can list all objects pair (A,B) that satisfy the query
with the respective probability.
The filter performance for this scenario depends on the
number of objects, with two objects the framework spends
around 0.7-1.0 ms per particle for one step, while with three
objects it needs around 1-1.5 ms per particle.
Then we tested the two described learning algorithms
in the string scenario: artificial dynamics and the proposed
Storvik’s filter variation. We performed 15 trials for each of
the two algorithms and for two and three objects. In each
trial we randomly pulled and pushed one object at a time.
The results of the experiments are summarized in Table I
and were performed using 800 particles. In the experiments
with two objects both learning strategies perform well (Q2).
However, learning becomes challenging with three objects,
that is, with three parameters to learn (the string length for
each object pair). In several trials not all parameters were
correctly estimated, nonetheless the particles often converged
to a solution that has a high likelihood for the provided
sequence of observations. Indeed, there are different objects
configurations that can produce a similar behavior when
moved. With three objects artificial dynamics performs better
than Storvik’s filter variation. In addition, artificial dynamics
is always faster than Storvik’s filter variation, this is due to
the sufficient statistic update needed in the latter.
Learning in this scenario is challenging because the object
being moved needs to be estimated. Indeed, supplemen-
tary experiments showed better results when the object
held/moved is known at each step (Table I). In this case the
two learning algorithms have similar success rate. Another
reason that makes learning hard is the fact that the parameter
likelihood is high in a small region near the real parameter,
but constant for values greater than the distance of the
objects. Therefore, the parameter can remain stuck with
values greater than the real length of the string.
An example with two objects using artificial dynamics is
showed in Fig. 1e and the state estimation at each step is
showed in Fig. 2. In this example the objects were moved
on the same line for ease of representation. During the first
steps the string length distribution is uniform between 0 and
1, and the string is not stretched. Then an object is pulled,
thus the distance between the objects reaches the maximum
and the other object starts moving in the direction of the
other. In those steps only the particles with values close to the
real string length survive. Afterwards, the object is pushed
towards the other one with no effect on the string length
estimation. During the remaining steps the artificial dynamics
variance decreases and the particles converge to the ground
truth.
TABLE I: String scenario results. Correct: the mean of each
estimated parameter converged to the ground truth up to an
error of 2 cm. Partially correct: the mean of some of the
estimated parameters converged to the ground truth up to
an error of 2 cm. Wrong: the mean of none of the estimated
parameters converged to the ground truth. Action known: the
object moved is known at each step.
Parameter learning
Algorithm Objects Actionknown Correct
Partially
correct Wrong
ms /
particle
Artificial
dynamics
2 NO 13/15 2/15 0.3-0.6
3 NO 7/15 8/15 0/15 0.6-0.8
3 YES 10/15 5/15 0/15 0.6-0.8
Storvik’s
filter
variation
2 NO 14/15 1/15 0.8-1.2
3 NO 4/15 10/15 1/15 1.1-1.5
3 YES 9/15 4/15 1/15 1.1-1.5
The videos of the experiments are available at
https://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/ml/systems/
DC/tracking.html
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a model for online tracking with a relational
representation and two learning strategies. The framework
was tested in two scenarios. The experiments show encour-
aging results, which are promising for robotics applications.
One of the advantages of a relational framework like DCPF
is the flexibility and generality of the model with respect to
a particular situation. Indeed, whenever a new object appears
all the respective properties and relations with other objects
are implicitly defined (but not necessary computed and added
to the particle). In addition, the expressivity of the language
helps to bridge the gap between robotics and the high-level
symbolic representation used in Artificial Intelligence.
The performance is acceptable, but could be improved
to scale well with high-dimensional states. Indeed, each
particle represents the entire state, therefore inference can
be computationally intensive for a high number of objects
and relations. Nonetheless, DCPF exploits the structure of
the model and partial particles to speed up inference and
improve the performance [6]. Finally, both learning strategies
tested in this framework perform well for a limited number
of parameters. More sophisticated strategies need to be
investigated for a higher number of parameters.
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